
Hello wonderful fans of How to Talk with Children about Global Warming (HtTwCaGW),

As you know, HtTwCaGW is a science-fiction novel, an album of experimental music, a series of drawings, a dance performance, and now a 
street performance. All of it a work-in-progress, PROUDLY funded by my Patreon members. Thank you, patrons! (Patreon? What? It's 
crowdfunding and a great way to support HtTwCaGW, here).

A few years ago, I wrote a chapter of the sci-fi novel in which in the "near future" (the year 2033), something "went viral" and profoundly changed 
people's social behavior. It especially changed how people perceived meeting together in groups. The effect did not transmit online in virtual 
spaces. It only occurred when people were physically present with each other.

The viral thing profoundly impacted people's ability to construct narratives. People couldn't use the narrative part of the brain anymore, except in 
the physical presence of at least two others. All storytelling professions had to revert to theater in some form, or perish. It also led to a very 
specific side-effect: it became impossible to distinguish reality from conspiracy theories.

At this time in the fictional near-future, there was a thing called the "Consensus-Reality Aggregator." The Consensus-Reality Aggregator was 
imagined as a construct of AI that intended to use computers to democratize the process of the social construction of reality. If you want the 
academic explanation of "the social construction of reality," here's link to the Wikipedia article on the book The Social Construction of Reality: A 
Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge by Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann. There's also the literary approach, such as the books by 
Carlos Casteneda.

How do you democratize the process of the social construction of reality, and why? And what the hell does that mean, anyway? (Warning / 
disclaimer: if you are a sociologist, I am probably about to massively oversimplify and distort the concept of "social construction of reality." That's 
OK, because I'm an artist and it's called "poetic license" or "artistic interpretation.")

I haven't written the backstory of the invention of the Consensus-Reality Aggregator yet, but I think it was something like this: the people in 
charge at the world's largest computer companies realized that the huge sets of big data they dealt with on a daily basis were at the heart of how 
people perceived reality. It had little to do with what we in 2020 call "disinformation," "memes," or "troll farms." It wasn't about people's opinions, 
or what texts, photos, or videos they re-posted or commented on.

It had to do mostly with their physical movements, their eye focus, changes in their voice, and biometric data such as breathing or heart rate. 
These data sets about people's physicality could show patterns of mass behavior that revealed what people perceived as "real" (not what they 
said they thought was "real").

People who avoid stepping in front of speeding cars "believe" that they might get killed or injured by an impact with a fast-moving vehicle. People 
who avoid stepping on cracks in the sidewalk are a bit superstitious, no matter how "rational" they may seem otherwise. People who sort their 
garbage "believe" that there is a difference in how these types of garbage are processed, no matter if their tweets on the topic express 
skepticism. In 2020, people who are lax about wearing masks don't "believe" in Covid-19.

To say it simply, actions speak louder than words, and actions build up into complex institutionalized or ritualized behaviors.

Imagine the feelings and social interactions between a non-mask-wearing person and a mask-wearing person walking past each other in a 
narrow space.

In creating the Consensus-Reality Aggregator, computer scientists wanted a work-around for the problem that so many ideas about what's "true" 
were based on science, and science was a product of a specific way of thinking rooted in the European Enlightenment values, a situation which 
many people perceived as meaning that only old white men know the correct method for finding out what's true. They wanted to measure how 
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the world voted with its feet on the nature of reality, and then use that "measurement" of whatever reality is accepted en masse to make large-
scale predictions and decisions such as whether to build power stations, dams, spaceships, highways, particle accelerators, museums, 
hospitals, schools, factories, or bombs. It was a massive unasked-for attempt to prevent the masses from rebelling against the technocracy.

In How to Talk with Children about Global Warming (the novel), the thing that "goes viral" is not an actual virus, it's the sound of the last piece of 
naturally-occurring ice on Earth, melting. And when it wipes out the human ability to construct narratives when alone, people can only remember 
sequences of events, imagine alternatives, and make plans when they're physically together in groups of three or more. When alone, they can 
function at a basic survival level, but can barely organize a train of thought that proceeds from point A to point B. This adds a whole new 
dimension to the social control method called "divide-and-conquer." Strict limitations are imposed on any kind of social gathering.

It also causes this side-effect that no amount of fact-checking, logical thoroughness, or data analysis can enable humans or algorithms to 
distinguish reality from conspiracy theories. For all practical computational processes, when the Sound of the Last Piece of Ice goes viral, reality 
and conspiracy theories are rendered indistinguishable, both by humans and by computer systems.

And a big chunk of the world's economy and logistics depends on computer systems.

You'll soon be able to read this chapter of the novel at the D. Franklin Studios website, but for now you can find chapters 1 and 2 and some of 
the music here.

I've become interested in the theme of rose-colored glasses. 

In the last newsletter (which you can read here), I posted a link to one of my experimental acoustic guitar pieces, and I mentioned that 
HtTwCaGW will start including street performances. The first variation was a sign reading

"I don't want more money, I want more democracy and less global warming,"

accompanied by a symbolic pair of rose-colored glasses. Putting on the glasses makes you read it as

"I       want more money, I want more democracy and less global warming."

But before I had a chance to ask anyone if they thought this combination of desires made sense, I realized I had a problem: I didn't have a way 
to get the rose-colored glasses into the hands (or in front of the eyes) of the audience, so the joke may have been lost on them.

Then some new ideas became relevant:

On my way to work for my Patreon supporters --
in other words, on the job making art.

The sign reads "Rose-colored glasses, 50 CZK" (in black). 
"Facemasks, free" (in red).
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Terrified as always at the prospect of busking, I decided to hit the streets with my custom-modified broom-guitar (the symbol of the roaming fool 
who speaks truth to power) and signage to perform non-busking street art. The first variation implied a non-busking stance : "I don't want more 
money." If the performer asks for money, people may avoid engaging. They may be ashamed of giving money to a busker, or of not giving, or 
feel that they have to make a judgement: is this performance good enough that it warrants my contribution? Not wanting "more money" dilutes 
the need for a financial transaction and puts the performance outside the framework of "busking."

Being a non-busking performance is also a device for avoiding problems with police. There are laws about busking: when and where it's allowed. 
But freedom of political expression is taken quite seriously by the police in the Czech Republic. This is a very positive feature of the post-
communist era here. Police are extremely careful about doing anything that could be construed as suppression of free speech.

The current version exploits several unique features of the current moment. In this version, I am selling rose-colored glasses. This basic 
economic activity symbolizes the idealized image of small business owner, selling a product on the free market. The small business operator is 
next-to-sacred in the post-communist mythology, a symbol of freedom. It's also a practical way to protect one's freedom of movement. The 
restrictions on freedom of movement during the lockdown state that "travel to and from work" is permitted. If my "work" is selling rose-colored 
glasses at the time and place of my choosing...

And it is. This really happened. We were in front of Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty in Prague. Police approached, and when I said I was an 
artist, and this was my job, they said:

"OK." And they drove away.

Thank you to my Patreon members, who made it possible for me to stand in front of a huge sign proclaiming "liberty" while playing the guitar, 
selling rose-colored glasses, and giving masks away for free, and then to say to the police: I am at work. I get paid for this.

It was a very empowering moment.

  At Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty in Prague with Tereza Soldátová before the police arrived

Of course, the main purpose of my activity was not to sell rose-colored glasses. I didn't expect there would be a high demand for the product. 
The act of "selling" is a way to get a message in front of people's eyes. Just riding on public transport with a guitar-broom got the message in 
front of people's eyes. One friend, seeing the broom-guitar for the first time, said "What the hell is that?"

"It's a device for getting people to say 'What the hell is that?' -- in other words, it's art."

The broom-guitar and the sign caught people's eyes both on public transit and on the street, but how did they perceive the message? The 
message needs to be decoded. I got many looks, some sympathetic, some puzzled perhaps, some inscrutable (especially since with most 
people wearing masks, it's harder to read people's facial expressions). It's hard for me to know how people decode the message unless they 
engage and start talking with me. "Selling" is one pathway that facilitates this of engagement. People like shopping: examining objects that 
they might decide to make their own. But it's not the only pathway.
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One of the people who did engage with me was not 
interested in shopping. She was one of the leaders of 
the Czech anti-mask-wearing movement, also called 
the pandemic denial movement, and she was 
interested in the message. She approached me to 
talk while I was doing this piece as Palacky Square in 
Prague, right in front of the Czech Ministry of Health.

I think she felt that I was making fun of her. But it 
wasn't clear immediately. There was a lot to decode. 
We talked for probably 20 or 30 minutes. Actually, she 
did most of the talking. I listened and occasionally 
asked a question, but she had plenty to say for 
herself without prompting. I learned a lot about her.

At Palacky Square, Prague, with the Czech Ministry of Health in the background.
This was the site of several protests against: mask-wearing, physical distancing, lockdowns, and vaccinations.

Some of them became violent when soccer hooligans started fighting with police.
The signs say:

1. Rose-colored glasses 50 CZK, masks free
2. English lessons right here, right now in the open air with a native English speaker from the USA.

Reasonably, with masks, let's do business "normally" so we'll have a good economy.
3. QR code for PrimordialDance.com

4. Czechs! Don't repeat America's mistakes
5. Visa/Mastercard/AmEx etc. accepted (true -- I have a portable credit card terminal)

Here's what I found out about her, approximately in order of appearance:

She did not want either a mask or rose-colored glasses. She doesn't want a vaccine, either. She doesn't believe the virus is real. The virus is a 
hoax to test how effectively people can be manipulated.

She and her friends, who are all Christians, held an all-night vigil at Prague castle, praying all night for Trump to be re-elected president of the 
USA.
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She used to work as an airline flight attendant. She has been to New York and has seen a show on Broadway, so she knows a lot about the 
USA. She believes that she speaks English well enough to show off about it by unilaterally switching the language of the conversation to English. 
There was a third person in the conversation, and there was no reason for her to think that person would be able to follow the conversation in 
English. In my professional opinion as an English teacher and unprofessional opinion as a former airline passenger, I would be terrified if my life 
depended on understanding her terrible accent as she read important safety procedures from a laminated plastic card in an airplane that was 
plummeting toward the Atlantic Ocean.

She knows who assassinated Abraham Lincoln. It was the same group that assassinated John F. Kennedy and that stole the 2020 presidential 
election from Trump. They're probably also responsible for 9/11 and hundreds of other things we've never heard about, because they've been 
covered up by the fake media. They're an evil ancient Satan-worshipping cabal that originated in Ancient Egypt over 3000 years ago.

What about the protests against masking and physical distancing right here a few weeks ago?

She was one of the invited speakers at the protests. She is very patriotic.

I heard the second one got violent.

She said that those soccer hooligans who started fighting with police were agent provocateurs. They just pretend to fight with police to give the 
movement a bad name. They are under the control of the police. She has footage from video surveillance cameras to prove it.

"Wow," I thought, "Can anyone get public surveillance camera footage? How do you do that?"

But I held my tongue. There are so many possible answers to that, ranging from plausible to implausible. I was getting cold and hungry and had 
to pee. The love she seemed to feel for the sound of her own voice was not contagious.

Rose-colored glasses come in many forms

Coming soon: What does game theory have to do with it? (See Chapter 2 of of HtTwCaGW the novel). And is there a connection between 
historian of science Jessica Riskin's assertion that the concept of a professional "scientist" is barely over a hundred years old, and art teacher 
Ansei Uchima's advice to students that it's only necessary to be familiar with the art history of about the last 100 years?
If you want to join my Patreon -- a kind of subscription that supports my art -- then you can say "I helped fund this! This art would not exist 
without my support!" That's a good feeling, isn't it? So feel free to point people towards my Patreon (www.patreon.com/HTTWCAGW), or to my 
website (www.dfranklinstudio.weebly.com), or to the HtTwCaGW Facebook (www.facebook.com/groups/httwcagw/).
If you join the Patreon, here's what you'll get:

• All patrons ($2/month or more): a chapter per month of the sci fi novel
• Maxwell's Honest Demons ($9/month or more): the same, plus "Behind the Eyeballs" exclusive behind-the-scenes content once per month
• Tornadoes of archaea ($25/month or more): all the above, plus a piece of piece of original music once per month
• Guitar Repair Heroes ($65/month or more): all the above, plus health exercise tips and a D. Franklin original design "Dammit Jim" coffee mug 
shipped to you
• Art is the New God ($130/month or more): all the above, plus a puzzle reproduction of an original D. Franklin HtTwCaGW drawing

Thanks! D. Franklin
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